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A popular gift volume featuring dozens of meticulously accurate, full-color paintings--including a

fold-out illustration of the whole Titanic--offers a wealth of information about the "unsinkable" cruise

ship and its fatal voyage. Reprint.
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Though this book precedes the blockbuster movie by about two years, this book, and its amazing

paintings by Ken Marschall, put you right in the middle of the building, sailing and tragic sinking of

the behemoth Titanic.Don Lynch's descriptions of life onboard Titanic during those last tragic hours

brings to life the events unfolding after the collision with the iceberg. But it is the additional history,

describing the onset of the age of the great ocean liners, through the investigation of the tragedy,

which really bring the whole story to light.The push to builds faster, bigger liners, the competition

between White Star and its main rival, the Cunard Line, the great shipyard at Harland and Wolff

Shipbuilders-these are the tales of prehistory which led to the construction, and quite possibly the

sinking, of the great ship. It is all presented here in its glorious detail, giving you an understanding of

why Titanic was built-and why such mistakes as the horrific l! ack of lifebouts ever occurred as they

did. Even the sister ships Britannic and Olympic are given their due.But three things stand out in this

tome. First is the way author Lynch brings the human stories-the sacrifices of the Strauss's, the

efforts of the officers and wireless crew, the survivors about the rescue ship Carpathia-to a somber

and sobering detail. This book gives you insights into stories which the movie only shows as



coincidental scenes amidst the fictional love story.Next, the book shows what happened after the

sinking; the waiting of the families, the inquiry, the rules put in place due to the disaster. These give

you the aftermath; beyond just landing in New York, lingering in the pain of the survivors and

families.

Donald Lynch and Ken Marschall are considered two of the world's foremost experts on Titanic

history. While Lynch is more the historian, Marschall's talents also lie in his magnificent maritime

artwork. These men are so good and know their subject so well, that director James Cameron used

both as consultants on his movie "Titanic," even to calling them in the middle of the night! Lynch

even made a cameo in the film (the first class dad watching his son spinning a top). Both say to this

day that they still refer to the movie set as "Titanic" and not "the set" because the details were so

exact it was like being on board her in reality. I have met both Lynch and Marschall twice at Titanic

Historical Society conventions, and they definitely know their subject as is revealed in this book.

(Thanks to Lynch, I became interested in the black family who travelled second class. Now

THERE'S a fact Cameron regretted he didn't get to use because he knew critics unfamiliar with

Titanic history would have ignorantly screamed "That never happened.")We not only find details of

the White Star Line and the famous ship's history -- from her design as one of the three "Olympic"

sisters (Olympic, Titanic, Britannic), but the few photographs taken on-board; charts; deck plans;

and numerous anecdotes. But often, it is Marschall's recreations in his wonderful artwork that will

take your breath away, especially when read alongside Lynch's narrative. To see paintings of her

slowly sinking into the Atlantic; the details of her stern high in the air and the sight of tiny figures

throwing themselves into the icy water; even his art based on Dr. Robert Ballard's photographs of

the wreck site...you would have to be heartless to not be affected by these.
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